CHI-DESIGN: “UP WE GO”.

The new center for architecture, design and education is a celebration of the American skyscraper. The skyscraper is in America a symbol for ‘The sky is the limit’. We wanted to reinterpret the traditional skyscraper built-up and bring it into the 21st century. We extracted the different elements of the skyscraper, such as the skin, core and interior spaces and refigured a alternative version. move the core to the edge for maximum floor efficiency and flexibility. Elevating the building to create an urban plaza & the roof receives a green roofdeck.

CONCEPT TEXT
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DIAGRAMS

VISUALS

1. Programmatic volume
2. Traditional built up of a building
3. Move the core to the edge for maximum floor efficiency and flexibility
4. Strategic repositioning the different cores
5. Lifting the building to create an urban plaza & the roof receives a green roofdeck
6. Program
7. Circulation
8. Interior spaces
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